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Report # 16-010
AUDIT OBJECTIVES & SCOPE

Audit Objectives:
1. To determine if controls are adequate to ensure overtime hours are essential, approved, and
accurately reported.
Yes, with Exceptions – The overtime request and approval process is not effectively
helping management identify non-essential overtime. Quarterly requests for overtime are
generic, largely based on historical use of overtime, and include both planned and
unplanned work.
Hours worked by hourly, non-exempt employees are effectively captured in the Attendance
Enterprise system. The use of proximity cards to capture employee arrival and departure
times significantly limits the opportunity to under or over-report hours worked. Management
adjustments to time cards and approvals are documented in the system. Overall, our testing
indicated that overtime is appropriately approved and accurately reported.
2. To determine if controls are adequate to ensure paid leave is reported and approved
according to guidelines established in the Employee Handbook.
Yes with Exceptions – The Attendance Enterprise system provides administrative support
employees and managers the ability to monitor attendance on a real time basis across their
departments. Well established processes exist for requesting and authorizing leave,
certifying absences, as well as management review and approval of hours to be paid.
We noted in some cases salaried employees were not required to clock out at the end of the
day and / or not required to complete missed punch reports. In these cases, the employee
time cards were incomplete, making it more difficult for administrative employees and
managers to effectively ensure compliance with paid leave policies.
3. To determine if controls are adequate to ensure extra duty hours are correctly reported.
Yes – Requests for extra duty pay have to be approved in writing or by completing a job
requisition in the AptaFund system. The job requisitioning process in AptaFund provides
significant control value by ensuring payments do not exceed approved amounts. Time
reporting for extra duty work is managed through Attendance Enterprise or with paper logs.
Our testing identified no errors in reporting extra duty hours.
Audit Scope:
We reviewed the time and attendance processes in place as of November 30, 2015. While we
considered all aspects of time and attendance when gathering information for our audit plan, we
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narrowed our scope based on our consideration of the risks inherent to accounting for time
worked by employees.







Overtime and extra duty hours worked without authorization.
Non-essential tasks performed with overtime hours.
Actual hours worked were higher or lower than reported.
Inappropriate or erroneous edits to time and attendance data in the attendance system.
Unreported paid leave taken by hourly and salaried employees.
Payout of unused paid leave exceeds the maximum allowed by policy.

We generally tested compliance with policies and procedures for the period of January 1, 2015,
through December 31, 2015, focusing on the most recent data available. Based on the
characteristics of the Division’s workforce, our site visits were limited to the following sites:
-

-

Ruffner Operations Center
o Facilities
o Food Services
William Fleming High School
Breckinridge Middle School
Fallon Park Elementary

Our controls testing and data analysis included all Division employees and departments. We
did not review time and attendance processes or data for outsourced employees.
Our analysis of overtime hours paid by the Division incorporated data from July 1, 2013, through
December 31, 2015, in order to provide greater insight into trends.
We did not audit the Payroll department’s processes for entering time and attendance data into
the payroll system, issuing pay, remitting taxes, or other payroll functions.

End of Audit Objectives and Scope
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BACKGROUND
Roanoke City Public Schools began using an integrated payroll, human resources and financial
software system from Harris School Solutions in 2008. The AptaFund system is maintained by
the vendor and resides on the vendor’s servers in Canada and the United States. All of the
School Division’s accounting, purchasing, payroll and employee data also reside on the
vendor’s servers.
In August 2013, Roanoke City Public Schools implemented the Attendance Enterprise system
from Harris School Solutions. Attendance Enterprise is a web-based time and attendance
system that can be integrated with the AptaFund system to automate much of the time and
attendance process. The initial costs for time clocks, setup and training were approximately
$65,000. The addition of the employee self-service functionality and 100 more administrative
and supervisor level user accounts added approximately $29,000 to the implementation costs.
Annual license and support costs for Attendance Enterprise were $10,286 for the 2015/16
school year.
At least one time clock is located in each school building in which Division employees regularly
report for work, with the exception of the Transportation building. Employees are issued
proximity cards [badges] that the time clocks recognize when swiped. The clocks record the
badge number and time, which the Attendance Enterprise system then associates with the
employee assigned to that badge.
Division employees can access the Attendance Enterprise system through their personal
computers if they have established a user account. The Director of Payroll is the primary
administrator of the system and can access all system functions. Various managers,
supervisors, and administrative support personnel have supervisor level access that enables
them to enter edits, approve time cards, and run reports. [See Exhibit 2 and 6 for sample
documents]
When the Attendance Enterprise system was implemented, the Division revised its policies to
require all employees, hourly and salaried, to record their work time using the Attendance
Enterprise system. Limited exceptions were made for some part-time employees who, based
on the nature of their work, did not have ready access to a time clock.
Supervisors must review and approve their employees’ time cards in the Attendance Enterprise
system. Edits may be required to correct for missed punches, training or travel time for work,
leave, and other exceptions. Employees must file missed punch forms and certification of
absence forms to support system edits. [See Exhibits 4 and 5]
The Division uses an exceptions based payroll process. Regular hours worked by full time
employees are imputed by the payroll system and do not have to be manually keyed. Leave
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time, overtime, and absences without pay must be reported to the Payroll department on a
Service Report. Departments must also file service reports listing the hours worked by part-time
employees each day. Payroll employees manually key these exceptions into the payroll
system. [See Exhibit 1 for a sample Service Report]
Fair Labor Standards Act [FLSA]
The Fair Labor Standards Act requires that employers pay hourly [non-exempt] employees one
and a half times their regular rate for hours worked in excess of 40. Roanoke City Public
School’s define the Division’s workweek as running from 12:00 a.m. Saturday until 11:59 p.m.
Friday. Board Policy GDN specifies that holiday pay, jury duty, school-related subpoenas, and
educational leave are counted towards hours worked. Other leave, such as vacation and sick
leave are not counted as hours worked when computing overtime.
Division employees are classified as administrative, professional or classified. Administrative
and professional positions are typically salaried and exempt from FLSA. The following chart is
based on position data published in the 2015/16 line item budget.

As of November 25, 2015, data from the Human Resources Department and AptaFund
indicated there were 921 hourly employees working in the Division.

End of Background
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Objective 1: Justification, Approval and Reporting of Overtime
Audit Objective:
Are controls adequate to ensure overtime hours are essential, approved, and accurately
reported?
Yes, with exceptions.
Based on reports from the AptaFund Accounting system, the Division paid a little over $900,000
in overtime from July 1, 2013, through December 15, 2015:
Period
7/1/15 thru 12/15/15
7/1/14 thru 6/30/15
7/1/13 thru 6/30/14

OT Hours

Totals:

OT Paid
9,132
18,474
14,227
41,833

$201,994
$401,009
$304,501
$907,504

Pre-Approvals
Division policy requires that hourly employees obtain express written approval from their
supervisor and the Superintendent’s designee prior to working overtime. Such written approval
is obtained using the Request for Overtime Payment form [Exhibit 3]. Requests are supposed
to be submitted five (5) days in advance of the event or project for which the overtime is being
requested. The request form must be approved by:
-

Department Manager or Director
Assistant Superintendent
Chief Financial Officer

The approvers evaluate the necessity of the overtime, the reasonableness of the number of
hours requested, and the available budget to fund it. If approved, the signed form is filed by the
department’s Service Report Preparer who later attaches it to the Service Report for the pay
period in which the overtime is worked.
We interviewed the following principals, service report preparers, supervisors, and directors
about the overtime request process:
-

Archie Freeman, Principal – William Fleming High School
Gwen Basham, Secretary – William Fleming High School
Tracey Anderson, Principal – Breckinridge Middle School
Victoria Manns, Secretary – Breckinridge Middle School
Cindy Delp, Principal – Fallon Park Elementary
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Beth Poff, Assistant Principal – Fallon Park Elementary
Kellie Moore, Secretary – Fallon Park Elementary
Ellen Craddock, Acting Director – Food and Nutrition
April Walker, Secretary – Food and Nutrition
Jeff Shawver, Chief of Physical Plants – Facilities
Bill Rockefeller, Supervisor of Maintenance – Facilities
Kevin Legge, Supervisor of Operations – Facilities
Andrea Traynham, Administrative Assistant - Facilities

Overtime can be planned or unplanned. Planned events such as back to school night or
weekend filter changes are known well in advance and can be readily described as to the
employees assigned and the hours required. Unplanned overtime arises when an employee
calls in sick or when an emergency repair is needed after normal working hours to prevent
further damage to a building.
The procedures for overtime have never distinguished between planned and unplanned
overtime. The Request for Overtime Payment form was supposed to be submitted for all
overtime worked, five days in advance whenever possible. A request form was also supposed
to be prepared for each employee rather than each event.
In July 2015, department directors, principals and executive management revised the process
for requesting and approving overtime. Departments and schools could prepare a Request for
Overtime Payment form on a quarterly basis that estimated the overtime that would be needed,
both planned and unplanned. [See Exhibit 3 for sample]
As an example, the following justification for overtime hours was listed on each quarterly
overtime request for the Maintenance, Operations, Grounds and Security departments for all
schools and buildings:
“As needed to cover for other ops workers on vacation and/or sick leave, to cover
after-hours events typically scheduled at this building during this time frame, and/or
for urgent needs that may arise from unforeseen special events or emergency
situations.”
The estimated overtime hours on quarterly requests are largely based on historical trends. The
quarterly requests significantly reduced paper work while trying to maintain accountability for
overtime. However, neither the former nor the new process provides any significant control
value toward ensuring overtime is essential and purposeful. The following charts show the
hours of overtime approved for each facilities department, as well as the approved overtime
hours for Operations in each building.
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OT Hours Requested and Approved
60
250
400

Operations
Maintenance
Security
Grounds

2965

Operations OT Hours Approved High School

60

Operations OT Hours Approved Middle School

50

75
Patrick Henry
William Fleming

175

Madison

175
90

Addison

Forest Park

415

Jackson

Breckinridge

Noel C. Taylor

90

115

Woodrow Wilson

Operations OT Hours Approved - Elementary School

40
60

40

150

70
150

80
80

Hurt Park -150

Round Hill -150

Garden City -130

Highland Park -125

Monterey -120

Grandin Court -115

Fishburn Park -100

Fallon Park - 95

Westside - 95

Fairview - 90

Lincoln Terrace - 90

Preston Park - 80

RAMS - 80

Crystal Spring - 70

Morningside - 60

Virginia Heights - 40

130
90
125

90
95

120

95

100

115

Wasena - 40
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The same generic justification was written on the quarterly request forms for all of the buildings
shown in the charts above.
Concentrations of Actual Overtime Hours Worked
We analyzed the overtime paid to employees for hours worked between July 1, 2013 and
December 31, 2015. Operations employees generally worked the most overtime as can be
seen in the following table:

Employee

FY15/16 (thru 12/31)
OT as a
Est.
Actual
% of
Regular
OT
Total
Hours
Hours
Hours

FY14/15

FY13/14

Est.
Regular
Hours

Actual
OT
Hours

OT as a
% of
Total
Hours

Est.
Regular
Hours

Actual
OT
Hours

OT as a
% of
Total
Hours

Ballard

960

408

30%

1880

870

32%

1880

600

24%

Barlow

960

255

21%

1880

701

27%

1880

582

24%

Shepherd

960

247

20%

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Hodges

NA

NA

NA

1880

685

27%

NA

NA

NA

Burrell

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

1880

468

20%

* Based on a 52 week year, 2 week winter break, 1 week spring break, 2 weeks of vacation & sick leave, and a 40 hour work week

Operations reported 25,877 overtime hours costing $466,671 from July 1, 2013 through
December 31, 2015.
Based on a study by the Labor Management Institute, overtime in the range of 5% of total hours
worked is considered a reasonable response to fluctuating workloads caused by vacancies,
inexperienced staff, vacations, sick leave, or other planned and unplanned absences. The
study notes that overtime exceeding 8% of total worked hours is often caused by one or more of
the following conditions:
-

Planned absences in excess of 10%
Unplanned absences in excess of 5%
Poor scheduling
Excessive vacant positions

The article goes on to note that excessive overtime can increase employee fatigue affecting
performance, job dissatisfaction, disengagement and turnover.
Other cost centers such as Maintenance and the Warehouse have employees who consistently
accumulate large amounts of overtime pay each year as well. This can lead to employees
becoming dependent on overtime pay as part of their base compensation.
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Missed Punches
The Employee Handbook requires all employees to clock in and out using the Attendance
Enterprise system. Each employee is issued a badge assigned specifically to him or her that
can be read by the system. At any given time, there is only one active badge in the system for
each employee. This greatly reduces the opportunity for one employee to clock in or out for
another employee.
The Attendance Enterprise system is based on military time with each new day beginning at
12:00 a.m. midnight. The system infers that an employee’s first swipe of the day is clocking in
and his or her second swipe is clocking out. Any time the total number of swipes is unbalanced
during a 24 hour day, the system flags the employee as having missed a punch and does not
credit the person for the hours from the last clock in since the clock out time is unknown.
Division procedures specify that employees are to complete a missed punch form immediately
upon realizing they have failed to clock in or out. The form requires that the employee record
the date, time and reason for the missed punch. He or she must sign and date the missed
punch form, submit it to the appropriate supervisor for signature, and then file it with the Service
Report Preparer. The Service Report Preparer [or Supervisor] signs into the Attendance
Enterprise system and edits the employee’s record to reflect the missing time. The system is
then able to compute the hours worked for that day. [See Exhibit 4]
We reviewed a random sample of 20 punch edit entries logged by the Attendance Enterprise
system during the month of December 2015. For each entry, we searched for a properly
completed and approved missed punch form supporting the edit.
-

13 of 20 edits were supported by a satisfactorily completed missed punch form.

-

6 of 20 edits were for salaried employees who were not required to complete a missed
punch form.

-

1 of 20 edits was made by a Service Report Preparer who was correcting her own missed
punch and assumed a missed punch form was unnecessary.

We reviewed the Attendance Enterprise Supervisor Edit Report for the month of December
2015 and identified a volume of 1,279 added/deleted punches and adjustments to transaction
times. We attempted to analyze the data to determine if there were departments or employees
who accounted for a proportionally larger number of missed punches than the average. After
accounting for routine edits caused by an employee’s shift crossing over between days, the
practice of certain salaried employees not clocking out, and other circumstances that resulted in
regularly missed punches, we did not identify any significant outliers.
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Our final step in evaluating missed punches was to look at one large building with multiple
badge reading terminals. We reviewed a sample of missed punches and Attendance Enterprise
time card reports dating from September 1, 2015 to January 15, 2016, for William Fleming
Building Operations staff. We noted the following:


One [1] salaried employee routinely failed to clock out at the end of the day.



13 of 15 employees missed at least one [1] punch during December 2015 for which they
had not filed a missed punch form.
o

7 of 13 had more than one [1] missed punch lacking support.

Employees have since filed the missing forms.


One [1] hourly operations worker begins his shift at 9:30 p.m. at the Transportation
building. There is no time clock in this building and his shift crosses over midnight,
causing the system to flag him as having missed punches each day. The supervisor
edits the system to reflect a daily clock in time of 9:30 p.m., consistent with the
employee’s schedule. The employee does not sign any record or acknowledgement
attesting to the correctness of the clock in times recorded for him.

Service Reports
Division employees are paid on the 15th and last day of the month. Each department has an
employee designated as the Service Report Preparer who maintains the supporting records,
including Missed Punch forms and Employee Certification of Absence forms.
Full time employees are assumed to have worked their regular schedule unless an exception,
such as a paid sick day or overtime, is noted on the Service Report. The Service Report
Preparer also records hours worked by part-time employees on a separate Service Report.
[See Exhibit 1 for examples]
The Attendance Enterprise system is the official record of hours worked. Any errors due to
missed punches or failures to make proper edits must be identified and corrected as part of the
service report process.
Service Report Preparers and supervisors have system rights that enable them to edit
Attendance Enterprise records for their individual departments. The system logs information on
all edits, including the date, time and person who made each edit. Service Report Preparers
typically monitor attendance records throughout the pay period so that errors can be promptly
corrected. He or she must be familiar with the number of hours each departmental employee is
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contracted to work in order to identify exceptions and properly record leave and overtime hours
on the Service Report.
Department supervisors are expected to review Service Reports and supporting documentation
to verify employee absences and overtime hours worked are reported correctly. Supervisors
sign each page of the Service Report to evidence approval and also approve each employee’s
time card in the Attendance Enterprise system. The Payroll department locks down all time
cards in Attendance Enterprise on the 5th day following the end of the pay period.
We reviewed overtime paid to a sample of 20 employees for the pay period ending November
30, 2015. We evaluated the approvals, justifications, rates applied, and accuracy of Service
Reports filed with the Payroll department. Our results indicated that:
-

Overtime hours were approved in accordance with the pre-approval process.

-

Attendance Enterprise correctly reported overtime hours based on the Division’s defined
FLSA workweek.

-

Overtime hours recorded on Service Reports were consistent with Attendance Enterprise.

As was noted previously, many of the justifications documented on requests for overtime were
too general to be useful in evaluating the necessity of the requests. We identified 13 out of 19
pre-approved overtime requests with generic justifications in our review.

End of Objective 1
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Objective 2: Approval and Reporting of Paid Leave

Audit Objective:
Are controls adequate to ensure paid leave is reported and approved according to guidelines
established in the Employee Handbook?
Yes, with exceptions.
Overview:
Roanoke City Public School employees accrue vacation leave based on employee classification
and years of service. Only twelve [12] month and certain administrative employees accrue
vacation days as follows:

0-4 Years Service
5-9 Years Service
10+ Years Service

Maximum
Accrual Per Month Accrual (Days)
1
24
1.25
30
1.5
36

All employees are eligible for and accrue sick leave as follows:

VRS Plan 1 or 2
Hybrid Plan
Debilitating Illness/Injury

Accrual Per
Contract Month
1
1
NA

Maximum Accrual (Days)
12 month
10 month
employee
employee Other Contracts
216
180
NA
72
70
71
Up to 30 days unpaid leave

New employees with no accumulated sick leave are granted advanced credit of one day per
month for each contract month during the first year of employment. If hired after the beginning
of the contract period, the leave is prorated according to the number of months remaining in the
contract year.
All professional personnel not eligible for vacation are granted two [2] personal days per year. If
unused, the personal days are added to their sick leave balance. Twelve [12] month employees
receive the days approved by the School Board for Winter Break, Martin Luther King’s Birthday,
and Spring Break as paid vacation in lieu of personal leave.
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Employees completing ten [10] or more years of service with Roanoke City Public Schools are
eligible for terminal leave pay. Upon termination, employees may receive $20 per day for each
unused sick leave day up to a maximum of 180 days.
AptaFund automatically adjusts sick leave balances based on the roll-over caps established in
the system as of June 30th of each year. The Payroll department manually deducts vacation
days in excess of maximum allowances as of November 30th of each year.
We reviewed ending personal leave, sick leave and vacation balances as of December 31, 2015
for all RCPS employees per the AptaFund Leave Type Balance Report. Our review revealed
that all ending balances were within the established maximums identified in the Employee
Handbook.
According to the Employee Handbook, all RCPS employees should clock in and out each day
and for lunch breaks using their employee badge. For hourly, non-exempt employees the timeclock system is used to determine pay. For salaried, exempt employees the time clock system
is a record of their attendance.
When employees are absent from work, they complete the Employee Certification of Absence
[COA] form upon their return to work which documents the following:









Employee name and ID#
School/Department
Date(s) absent
Total Days Absent
Reason for Absence [selected from checklist]
Date of Certification
Employee signature
Approval [Immediate Supervisor’s signature]

This is a four-part form whereby the Payroll department, Service Report Preparer, immediate
supervisor, and the employee all receive a copy. The Service Report Preparer uses the COA to
enter absence information onto the Service Report for full-time employees. They also review
each employee’s time card in Attendance Enterprise to verify that the number of hours worked
are consistent with the employee’s contract.
The supervisor reviews the Service Report and supporting documentation to verify employee
absences and hours worked are reported correctly. The supervisor signs each page of the
Service Report to evidence approval, reviews and approves each employee’s time card in
Attendance Enterprise within four [4] days after the end of the pay period. On the day after time
card approvals are due, the Payroll department locks down all time cards in Attendance
Enterprise. Changes cannot be made after this date.
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We reviewed a sample of 25 employees within the following departments reporting less than
their contracted hours during two [2] different weeks in 2015, to ensure that paid leave is
properly recorded and reported to Payroll:






Food Services
Facilities Operations
Facilities Maintenance
Grounds
Security

We determined that 23 of 25 (92%) employees properly completed an Employee Certification of
Absence form.
The two [2] employees who did not have Certification of Absence forms on file were salaried
employees in the Facilities department. The Chief of Physical Plants requires salaried, exempt
employees to clock in but does not require them to clock out at the end of the day. As a result,
the time cards for these employees were incomplete. Salaried employees earn vacation and
sick leave in the same manner as hourly employees. Vacation can be used in as little as ¼ day
increments. A complete time card for all hourly and salaried employees is necessary for
management to effectively ensure compliance with paid leave policies.
The Employee Handbook states that all employees, hourly and salaried, are expected to clock
in and out using the Attendance Enterprise system. Allowing salaried employees to forgo
clocking out undermines the process, devalues policies, and as a result may significantly
weaken the control environment.
Failure to clock out of Attendance Enterprise also causes exceptions in the system. This makes
it more difficult for administrative support employees and management to effectively monitor
time reporting exceptions and ensure hours worked and paid leave are accurately reported.
Unused sick and vacation hours are paid to the employee at termination, within established
caps. This creates a modest financial incentive for salaried personnel to avoid submitting
certificates of absence. Compliance with the time clock policy provides management with a
means to mitigate this risk.
End of Objective 2
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Objective 3: Reporting of Extra Duty Hours
Audit Objective:
Are controls adequate to ensure extra duty hours are correctly reported?
Yes.
Overview:
Extra duties involve responsibilities that extend beyond an employee’s contracted duties and
require additional worked hours. The requests for extra duty payments are made in one [1] of
two [2] ways:
1. By means of a paper Request for Supplement Payment form or Personnel Action Request
form. [Exhibit 9]
2. By means of a job requisition in the AptaFund system. [Exhibit 8]
All requests include the employee’s name, rate of pay, proposed total hours, and account to be
charged. Paper requests are addressed to the Chief Financial Officer for approval. Job
requisitions entered into the AptaFund system flow through the system for approvals in the
following order:




Supervisor/Principal
Assistant Superintendent
Chief Financial Officer

Paper requests are returned to the Service Report Preparer who will be responsible for
completing the Service Reports used to report for the extra duty hours worked by the employee
each pay period. Employees may track their time in the Attendance Enterprise system or by
logging their hours on paper.
If the extra duty assignment was requisitioned through the AptaFund system, the Secretary
enters the hours worked that pay period against the approved job requisition in the system. The
system will not allow a payment that causes the inception-to-date payments to exceed the total
requisitioned amount.
Instructional Areas
We reviewed a sample of ten [10] extra duty payments for the pay period ending December 15,
2015. We found that all extra duty payments in the sample were properly approved,
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accurately calculated, documented, and reported correctly to Payroll. The hours appear to
be fairly distributed among staff and do not appear to extend beyond the responsibilities
associated with each position.
Extra duties performed by employees include the following:






Testing and support for SOL, local and benchmark data
Assisting with special education services at private schools
Mentoring programs
Tutoring programs
Collecting tickets at athletic events

Food Services
The Food Services department requested an additional hour each day for Assistant Cafeteria
Managers for the 2015/16 school year. Since the assistant managers are contracted for seven
[7] hours per day, the extra hour was treated as an extra duty hour. The extra duty request was
approved by the Assistant Superintendent for Operations and the Chief Financial Officer. The
Service Report Preparer monitors the total hours worked each pay period using Attendance
Enterprise.
We reviewed Attendance Enterprise time card reports and Service Reports for a sample of five
[5] Food Services Assistant Cafeteria Managers for the following pay periods ending:




9/15/15
10/31/15
11/30/15

Our review revealed that extra duty hours were accurately calculated and reported to
Payroll for Assistant Cafeteria Managers. The hours appear to be fairly distributed among
the staff and do not extend beyond the responsibilities associated with the Assistant Cafeteria
Manager position.
Facilities
The Facilities department adopted an on-call policy that describes the purpose of on-call time,
the obligations of employees, the compensation for on-call hours, the rotation of assignments,
and other on-call procedures. We applaud Facilities for having developed a written policy,
which we noted was not the case in several other localities we surveyed. [See Exhibit 7]
The RCPS Facilities Maintenance On-Call Policy calls for a technician from each trade [HVAC,
Carpentry, Electrical and Plumbing] to be on call at all times. Assignments begin on Friday
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morning at 7:00 a.m. and end the following Friday at 7:00 a.m. On-call technicians are required
to remain “fit for duty,” reply to voice mails within five [5] minutes, and to be able to dispatch
within one hour.
On-call technicians are compensated by crediting them with one [1] hour worked each weekday
and 1.5 hours worked each weekend day. On-call credits are added to hours worked and are
paid at overtime rates once hours worked exceed the 40 hour FLSA cap. Additionally, on-call
employees who are dispatched are credited with the actual hours worked or a minimum of two
[2] hours each time they’re dispatched after hours, whichever is greater.
The Security department receives after-hours emergency service calls and dispatches the
appropriate on-call technician. The on-call technician reports to the Ruffner Operations Center,
clocks in, gathers any needed tools or equipment, and takes a work vehicle to the location
calling for service. The technician completes the work needed at the site, reports back to the
Ruffner Operations Center to return the tools, equipment, and vehicle, and clocks out. A work
order is completed the next business day.
The Supervisor of Maintenance edits on-call technicians’ time cards in Attendance Enterprise
each pay period to reflect their on-call hours. He adds comments in Attendance Enterprise to
document the purpose of the credits. Trade Coordinators review each on-call technician’s time
card in Attendance Enterprise at least once a week to verify that on-call hours were
appropriately posted.
We reviewed Attendance Enterprise Supervisor Edit Reports for November and December 2015
[4 pay periods] to determine that Facilities Maintenance on-call time is accurately recorded by
the Supervisor of Maintenance. Our review revealed that regular and weekend hours were
properly credited for all technicians for all four [4] pay periods. Furthermore, technicians
dispatched to calls were properly credited with a minimum of two [2] hours worked
during all pay periods reviewed.
Based on our review of Regulation 785.17 published by the Wage and Hour Division of the
Department of Labor, the current on-call policy meets or exceeds the requirements in the
regulation. We estimated that on-call coverage costs the Division roughly $55,000 annually.

End of Objective 3
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SUMMARY OF MANAGEMENT ACTION PLANS

Management Action Plan – Overtime Justification (Objective One) A-3.1
The nature of overtime needs, particularly as relates to building maintenance and operations,
are challenging for Roanoke City Public Schools (RCPS) to predict. As a result, prior to 201516, a large amount of overtime was considered to be for emergency needs and approval was
sought after the work had been performed. The current process gives advanced notice and
opportunity for greater planning and management of overtime, though Management
acknowledges that further improvement is needed to provide for more detailed justification and
pre-planning of overtime use. Management intends to divide overtime into two (2) categories:
planned events and unplanned or emergency work. Planned events will include Parks and
Recreation gymnasium usage which occurs during the months of November through March.
Unplanned or emergency work will include coverage for staff vacancies, last minute event
preparation or clean-up, and emergency situations such as equipment failure, plumbing or
electrical emergencies, and the like. Requests for overtime for planned events will require
specific information about the event, its date, and the amount of hours of overtime anticipated.
Unplanned overtime requests will continue the current procedure already in place. The
effectiveness of this process will be monitored and further changes, to decrease the amount of
overtime work that is unplanned, will be implemented when possible, and depending on
possible changes to the overall structure of School Plant staffing (see Management Action Plan
item A-3.2 below).
Assigned To
Kevin Legge, Supervisor of Operations

Target Date
11/15/16

Management Action Plan – Overtime Hours (Objective One) A-3.2
There are many causes for overtime use within the areas of facilities operations and
maintenance. The use of vacation or sick leave by one employee often necessitates overtime
for another employee to complete the work. The nature of operations worker positions and their
average base pay also results in fairly high turnover, and RCPS often struggles to keep
positions filled. As confirmed through this audit, there are also questions about the staffing
levels at some schools, and whether there are enough positions to adequately serve all
buildings even when all positions are filled. Regarding the level of overtime worked by certain
employees as compared to others, Management has found that not all employees are willing to
work overtime, so overtime hours naturally go to people who are reliable and willing to put in the
extra time.
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Management recognizes many levers that contribute to overtime needs, including the number of
positions, the level of base pay, the expected amount of seasonal or emergency work needed,
the range of responsibilities assigned to building operations workers, and potentially the
reporting structure of the building operations department. It is the opinion of Management that a
thorough analysis of all of these factors needs to take place in order to arrive at the appropriate
remedy. By July 1, 2016 we intend to convene a Task Force to study this issue. As funding
permits, we hope to engage a consultant to coordinate and guide this analysis. As noted above,
we expect that at a minimum this analysis will look critically at the following:
 The appropriateness of operations staffing levels at all buildings
 The appropriateness of responsibilities assigned to building operations workers as
compared to industry standards (and how that might impact what constitutes appropriate
staffing levels)
 The appropriateness of pay scales for building operations workers as compared to
industry standards
 Best practices in hiring and retaining building operations workers
 What constitutes justifiable uses of overtime
 What is the most effective management structure of building operations functions within
a school setting
We anticipate that this type of thorough review will require the entirety of the 2016-2017 fiscal
year. We believe this Task Force can complete the analysis and develop recommendations by
June 30, 2017. It is anticipated that the recommendations that come out of this Task Force will
have to be phased in over time as they could be costly to implement. It is our hope that the
process and timeline for implementation can be developed and begun during the 2017-2018
school year.
Assigned To
Jeff Shawver, Chief of School Plants

Target Date
June 30, 2017 for
analysis
completion and
recommendations

Management Action Plan – Exempt Employee Attendance (Objective Two) A-3.3
Management acknowledges that the requirements for using the time clock system for exempt
employees have varied across departments; being seen by many as a record of attendance
only. Management further acknowledges that the employee handbook does not distinguish
between exempt and non-exempt positions, but rather states that all employees should record
their time through the time clock system. Management will establish an ad hoc committee to
review audit recommendations, establish a consistent message that clearly conveys
Management’s intent for the system’s use, and draft changes to Employee Handbook language,
as needed, to make the expectations for all employees’ use of the system explicit. At a
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minimum, this committee shall include representation from Human Resources, Payroll,
Operations, Fiscal Services, and schools. It is anticipated that this committee can be convened
by July 31, 2016 and work to establish a plan by December 31, 2016. It is anticipated that
implementation of any changes, to include any necessary employee training, will take place
during the spring of 2017.
Assigned To
Kathleen M. Jackson, Chief Financial Officer

Target Date
July 1, 2017

Management Action Plan – Missed Punch Reports (Objective One) A-3.4
The lack of missed punch reports noted with this observation largely resulted from the
interpretation held by many that exempt employees do not need to clock out. This issue is
addressed above in response to observation A-3.3. The Fiscal Services department will include
a reminder about submitting Missed Punch Reports in a timely manner within its Spring 2016
Fiscal Services Newsletter. Director of Payroll, Betty Massey, will also include a reminder and
tutorial about the Missed Punch Report as part of training provided annually at the RCPS
Leadership Conference. This conference is scheduled to take place in June 2016.
Assigned To
Betty Massey, Director of Payroll

Target Date
June 2016

Management Action Plan - Non-Exempt Employee Hours (Objective Two) A-3.5
This observation is in reference to one specific building operations employee who works at both
the Transportation Building and William Fleming High School. The employee begins his work
day at the Transportation Building, where no time clock is present. A new process to address
this issue has already been implemented. The Building Manager from William Fleming
(Thomas D. Carter) will print the time card once every week and the employee (James Hiner)
and the Manager will sign as to its correctness. There should be two sheets per pay period.
The first time card completed with this new procedure is attached for reference. This will be
monitored for success over the next few months.
Assigned To
Kevin E. Legge, Supervisor of Operations.

Target Date
04/01/16

End of Summary of Management Action Plans
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MANAGEMENT ACTION PLAN

TIME CARD

EXHIBITS

EXHIBIT 1 - SERVICE REPORTS

EXHIBIT 2 - TIME CARD REPORT

EXHIBIT 3 - OT REQUEST FORM

EXHIBIT 4 - MISSED PUNCH FORM

EXHIBIT 5 - CERTIFICATION OF ABSENCE FORM

EXHIBIT 6 - DASHBOARD

EXHIBIT 7 - ON-CALL POLICY

EXHIBIT 8- JOB REQUISITION

EXHIBIT 9 - EXTRA DUTY REQUEST
REQUEST FOR SUPPLEMENT PAYMENT
(For Non-contracted Duties)
Date:
To:

Kathleen Jackson, Acting Chief Financial Officer

Via:
From:
Name of Individual(s)

Rate of Pay/Hour or Day

No. of Hours or Days

Description of Activity:
Date(s) of Activity:
Total Number of Hours or Days:
Rate of Pay Per Hour or Day:
Total Payment:
Budget Account Code/Line Item No.:

ٱ

Approved

ٱ

Disapproved

_________________________________________
Chief Financial Officer

Date ____________________________
THIS FORM MUST BE SUBMITTED AT LEAST FIVE WORKING DAYS
PRIOR TO THE DATE OF THE REQUESTED WORK.
Revised – July, 2014

